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Abstract

In Eurocrypt 2012, Asharov et. al. presented an (n, n)-threshold fully

homomorphic encryption (threshold FHE) scheme based on learning with

errors (LWE) problem. The scheme is decentralized in the sense that there

is no hierarchy among n parties, and the decryption can be carried out only

with the unanimous approval. They also constructed a three round multiparty

computation (MPC) protocol where all n parties should be online through

the protocol, which is not desirable for practical applications. They also give

a (n, n)-threshold FHE scheme based on ring LWE problem which requires

one more round to construct a MPC protocol, namely four round.

In most recent work given by Boneh et al, two constructions of general

(t, n)-threshold FHE with non-interactive decryption protocol are suggested

based on {0, 1}-Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS), whose recovery coeffi-

cients are just 0 or 1, or Shamir secret sharing scheme. In their constructions,

they require the recovery coefficients of LSSS to be sufficiently small so that

it can guarantee the correctness of decryption. As an extreme case, they

adapted {0, 1}-LSSS which provides compactness property while the number

of secret shares for each party becomes O(n4.2) causing a significant space

overhead. On the other hand, to use the Shamir secret sharing scheme, they

enlarge the bitsize of modulus space with factor O(nlogn) so that the re-

covery coefficients after clearing the denominators are still small relative to

modulus q.

In this thesis,

1. We develop a new threshold scheme for lattice cryptographies by us-

ing Inhomogeneous Small Integer Solution (ISIS) problem. We begin with

separating the threshold bound t into a bound for security and a bound for

correctness. As a result, we construct a flexible threshold scheme which is

a relaxation of threshold scheme, and then derive a flexible threshold fully

homomorphic encryption. This new threshold FHE supports much larger

the number of parties n than those of previous works for a fixed modulus

of ciphertext with O(1) shares. Moreover, we provide a generic method for
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making (2t, 2n)-threshold scheme from (t, n)-threshold scheme with n times

the number of secret shares. For the ordinary secret sharing, we can make

security and correctness bounds to be same by combining our flexible thresh-

old FHE and generic method. It gives new threshold FHE which supports

larger threshold bound t and number of parties n than the previous works.

2. We construct a decentralized (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme in which at

least t parties can decrypt the ciphertexts, for any t ≤ n. To do this, we

introduce how to update secret key shares for (t, n)-threshold functionality

by using Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. Especially, we instantiate our (t, n)-

threshold FHE scheme focusing on HEAAN FHE scheme by Cheon et al..

Our MPC protocol is still more advantageous in the sense that it works even

when at least t parties among n parties are online. To get a smaller error, we

further modify the evaluation key generation.

Key words: Threshold Cryptography, Fully Homomorphic Encryption, De-

centralized Cryptography

Student Number: 2013-20248
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Fully Homomorphic Encryption and Multiparty Computation. As

the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is recently in effect,

privacy-preserving data mining technologies such as fully homomorphic en-

cryption (FHE) and multiparty computation (MPC) have received much at-

tention than ever before and are being greatly studied. FHE [21, 6, 12, 8, 5, 10]

allows all the computations for plain data while processing encrypted data,

and the goal MPC protocol [22, 23, 13] is for multiple parties to compute a

function on their inputs without revealing them to other users. Encrypted

computations of an FHE scheme make it advantageous for constructing

round-efficient MPC protocol. Our goal is to give a clear reduction between

two most important privacy-preserving data mining technologies, namely how

to construct efficient MPC from FHE.

Assume that we have a (public) FHE scheme consisting of a tuple of

algorithms (KeyGen,Enc,Eval,Dec):

• KeyGen(1λ, 1L)→ (pk, evk, sk): Key generation algorithm KeyGen takes

a security parameter λ and a depth bound L, and outputs public en-

cryption key pk, public evaluation key evk, and secret decryption key

sk.

• Enc(pk,m)→ c: Encryption algorithm Enc takes pk and a message m,

and outputs a ciphertext c.

• Eval(evk, f, 〈c1, · · · , ck〉) → c∗: Evaluation algorithm Eval takes a k-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

input function f that can be computed by a circuit of depth at most L,

and outputs a new ciphertext c∗ that is an encryption of f(m1, · · · ,mk)

where ci ← Enc(pk,mi) for i = 1, · · · , k.

• Dec(sk, c)→ m or ⊥: Decryption algorithm Dec takes sk and a cipher-

text c, and outputs a message m or ⊥.

Note that the set of functions that can be evaluated by Eval algorithm is ex-

tended to the set of all functions by applying the bootstrapping technique [12].

Then an MPC protocol to compute an arbitrary function f with n inputs

can be constructed from the FHE scheme (KeyGen,Enc,Dec,Eval) as follows:

Suppose that n participants P1, · · · , Pn hold their private inputs x1, · · · , xn,

respectively, and want to compute f(x1, · · · , xn) while keeping xi private.

P1, · · · , Pn somehow generate a key tuple (pk, sk, evk) ← KeyGen(1λ, 1d),

and then each party Pi encrypts its input xi to obtain a ciphertext ci ←
Enc(pk, xi) for i = 1, · · · , n. After collecting all the ciphertexts {c1, · · · , cn},
Pi runs the evaluation algorithm to get c∗ ← Eval(evk, f, 〈c1, · · · , cn〉) which

will be decrypted to f(x1, · · · , xn) ← Dec(sk, c∗). This outlines the idea of

constructing MPC from FHE, but it is still unclear who manages the secret

key.

Threshold FHE. In ideal world, P1, · · · , Pn can delegate the key manage-

ment to a trusted third party (TTP). Upon request, the TTP decrypts c∗ and

returns f(x1, · · · , xn) to the parties. In real world, however, setting up such a

TTP is often difficult and it can be very risky that the overall security of the

system relies on a single TTP. For this reason, a threshold FHE is useful for

having MPC protocol. The basic idea is to distribute the key management

responsibility to the parties, and replace the role of TTP with the consensus

of the individual parties.

For two positive integers t and n with t ≤ n, (t, n)-threshold FHE has

n secret key shares sk1, · · · , skn instead of one secret key sk. Plus, the de-

cryption can be carried out when at least t secret key shares are involved.

More precisely, in a (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme, all the parties use a com-

mon encryption key pk and a common evaluation key evk, but each party Pi
holds its secret key share ski. At least t of them efficiently determines the

secret key sk corresponding to pk and evk, and then the decryption under sk

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

is reconstructed from partial decryption results under the secret key share

ski’s.

1.1 Contribution

1.1.1 Flexible Threshold FHE

Threshold cryptography protects cryptographic secret keys by splitting them

into several shares and storing at many servers or personal computers. In

(t, n)-threshold systems, an adversary compromising less than t secret shares

among n secret shares cannot get any information about the secret. Viewed

at this angle, the threshold bound t is an important factor for security against

compromising. (t, n)-threshold fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) schemes

have also been researched in this area. However, until [4], there is no general

(t, n)-threshold FHE for arbitrary t, n but only (n, n)-threshold FHE. [2, 14,

7, 18, 19]

In this thesis, we construct a new threshold scheme from Inhomogeneous

Small Integer Solution (ISIS) problem. We next obtain a new (t, n)-threshold

FHE using our new secret sharing scheme supports much larger n than the

previous work even though t should be very small relative to n. To make our

scheme practical, we propose a concept of (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold fully

homomorphic encryption with construction using our new threshold scheme

and the learning with errors (LWE) assumption. The concept is separating

the threshold bound t by the threshold bound for security ts and the thresh-

old bound for correctness tc. In addition, we propose a generic method to

get (2t, 2n)-threshold scheme from (t, n)-threshold scheme generating much

more secret shares. As a result, for fixed parameters of FHE, we can release

limitations of the previous work.

Through this work, we observe two facts. First, the inefficiency of Shamir

secret sharing scheme for lattice cryptography comes from the uniqueness

of the Lagrange coefficients. To make recovery coefficients short, we give

multiple secret shares to each party so that the difference between gathered

secret shares from t parties and t− 1 parties is large. Second, Vandermonde

matrices are good matrix for threshold schemes but do not behave according

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to a uniformly random distribution because of their special structure where

the Gaussian Heuristics cannot be assumed. In our construction, since we

use the Babai’s nearest plane algorithm and Gaussian Heuristics to solve

ISIS problem efficiently, we replace the Vandermonde matrices by uniformly

random matrices. Actually, this (t, n)-threshold FHE can be deduced from

the following new primitive. We called it as a flexible threshold FHE.

(ts, tc, n)-FlexTFHE. The concept is separating the threshold bound t by the

threshold bound for security ts and the threshold bound for correctness tc.

More precisely, less than ts parties can not reveal any information about the

secret and any subset of tc parties can decrypt successfully. Note that the

security of threshold scheme is much important than the correctness consid-

ering the main purpose of it. Thus, our goal of this scheme is to increase of

the bound for ts by requiring a little more parties during decryption than

before. Since our new (t, n)-threshold scheme is using lattice reduction al-

gorithm to find short recovery coefficients, our structure is easy to analyze

when t is separated unlike Vandermonde matrices. Finally, we construct a

(ts, tc, N)-FlexTFHE (Section 3.3.1) expanding our (t, n)-threshold FHE. The

following table is the summary of our experiments which shows the upper

bound of ts, tc and n when applied to the several FHE parameters.

FHE parameters Shamir
(ts, tc, n)-FlexTFHE

tc = ts tc − ts = 5 {0, 1}−LSSS

log q N σ depth maxn max tc/maxn

600 215 3.2 20 26 11/30 68/185 No limit

800 216 3.2 20 38 17/79 102/475 -

1000 216 3.2 20 50 22/151 137/910 -

1000 216 3.2 30 41 18/92 109/554 -

#Secret Shares 1 O(1) O(n4.2)

Table 1.1: Summary of Table 3.1

According to Table 1.1, the maximum n of our FlexTFHE is larger than

Shamir’s even when ts is equal to tc. It can be seen that the bound of ts and

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

maxn become much larger when we make a small difference between tc and

ts.

New technique. Combining our new threshold scheme with a FHE gives

an upper bound for t because of its correctness. On some cases, it may be

thought as a limitation in practical use. To release the limitation for t, we

present a new technique for making (t, n)-threshold scheme using (2t, 2n)-

threshold scheme generating n times the number of secret shares.

FHE parameters Shamir
(t, t, n)-FlexTFHE

Basic
Number of a tech iteration {0,1}-

log q N σ depth maxn
2 3 LSSS

max t/maxn

600 215 3.2 20 26 11/30 44/120 88/240 No limit

800 216 3.2 20 38 17/79 68/316 136/632 -

1000 216 3.2 20 50 22/151 88/604 176/1208 -

1000 216 3.2 30 41 18/92 72/368 144/736 -

#Secret Shares 1 O(1) O(n2) O(n3) O(n4.2)

Table 1.2: Summary of Table 3.2

According to Table 1.2, the maximum n of our FlexTFHE is larger than

Shamir’s before applying our new technique. Although the maximum t is

small compared to the maximum n of TFHE using Shamir secret sharing, it

can be overcome by repeatedly applying our new technique. In our FlexTFHE,

the number of secret shares is less than TFHE using {0, 1}-LSSS and the

bounds of t and n are larger than TFHE using shamir secret sharing with

given several FHE parameters. Therefore, our FlexTFHE can be used more

practically.

1.1.2 Decentralized Threshold FHE

We first present a decentralized (t, n)-threshold FHE where all parties col-

laboratively generate a common key tuple, and update secret key shares for

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

threshold functionality in a distributed sense. We can construct a four round

MPC protocol which is secure against fully malicious adversaries in the CRS

model via our (t, n) threshold scheme. We modify the evaluation key genera-

tion to have a three round secure MPC protocol which is also secure against

fully malicious adversaries.

Let us discuss the relation between (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme and n-

party MPC protocol. We can divide an MPC protocol via (n, n)-threshold

FHE into three parts: (i) generating a common encryption key and a common

evaluation key, (ii) computing the ciphertexts that encrypts the result, and

(iii) decrypting the result in a distribute way. The only noticeable difference

between (n, n)-threshold FHE scheme and (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme may

be the third part. In the (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme with t ≤ n, there is

no need to wait for a response from all parties since the decryption can be

completed in at least t responses. Thus, using (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme,

we can have not only n-party MPC protocol, but also t-party MPC protocol

for all t ≤ n. For t < n, t-party MPC protocol means that the protocol will

work even if some parties are offline or may not have an interest in the result

of MPC.

1.2 List of Papers

This thesis contains the results of the following papers.

• Jung Hee Cheon, Wonhee Cho, Jinhyuck Jeong, and Donggeon Yhee.

A New Practical Threshold Schemes for Lattice Cryptography. Not

published yet.

• Jung Hee Cheon, Jinhyuck Jeong, Eunkyung Kim, Younghyun Kim,

and Hyo Jin Yoon. Decentralized Threshold FHE and Applications to

Multiparty Computation. Not published yet.
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Chapter 2

Preliminary

Notations. We use bold lowercase letters to denote vectors and bold

uppercase letters to denote matrices. For a positive integer n, [n] is defined by

{1, 2, . . . , n} and Zn = [−n/2, n/2) ∩ Z is a set of representatives of residues

modulo n. Given an integer m and a modulus q, [m]q means an element

a ∈ Zq such that m ≡ a (mod q). For a matrix U = (uj)
n
j=1 ∈ Mn×m, uj

denotes j-th row vector of U . we denote the transposed matrix of U by U t.

For a set S, we write |S| to denote the size of a set S and denote by P(S) as

the power set of S, that is, the set of all subsets of given set S.

For a finite set, a ← A means a is uniformly chosen from A. For two

distributions X and Y over a finite domain Ω, the statistical distance between

X and Y is defined by ∆(X, Y ) := 1
2

∑
ω∈Ω |X(ω)− Y (ω)|. Let X and Y be

distribution ensembles parameterized by the security parameter λ, we say

that X and Y are statistically indistinguishable, denoted by X
stat
≈ Y , if the

distance ∆(X, Y ) is negligible.

For a power-of-two N , we use R = Z[X]/(XN + 1) to denote the ring

of integers of a number field Q[X]/(XN + 1). Given a modulus q, Rq =

R/qR is the residue ring of R modulo q. An element a ∈ R[X]/(XN + 1)

represented by a(X) =
∑N−1

j=0 ajX
j of degree ≤ N will be identified with its

coefficient vector (a0, . . . , aN−1) ∈ RN . We use the notation ‖a‖∞ and ‖a‖2

to denote the usual `∞-norm and `2-norm of a, respectively. Let M = 2N

and Z∗M = {x ∈ ZM | gcd(x,M) = 1}. Then, the canonical embedding σ for

a ∈ R[X]/(XN + 1) is the vector of evaluation value of a at a primitive M -th

7



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

root of unity ζ = exp(−2πi/M). We define the canonical embedding norm

‖a‖can∞ of a as the `∞-norm of σ(a). That is, ‖a‖can∞ = ‖σ(a)‖∞.

Through this section, n is the number of parties and P = {P1, . . . , Pn}
means a set of parties.

2.1 Basic Notions and Definitions

In this section, we give some basic notions and definitions for this work.

Lemma 2.1.1 (Smudging Lemma [2, 18]). For the security parameter λ, let

B1 = B1(λ) and B2 = B2(λ) be positive integers and let e1 ∈ [−B1, B1] be a

fixed integer. Let e2 ← [−B2, B2] be chosen uniformly at random. Then the

distribution of e2 is statistically indistinguishable from that of e2 + e1 as long

as B1/B2 is negligible in λ.

Definition 2.1.2 (Learning with Errors (LWE) problem). Let d,m, q be pos-

itive integers and χ be some noise distribution over Zq. In the LWE(d,m, q, χ)

problem, the adversary’s goal is to distinguish between the two distributions

(A,As + e) and (A,u) where A← Zm×dq , s← Zdq , e← χm, and u← Zmq .

Definition 2.1.3 (Ring LWE (RLWE) problem). Given a power-of-two N

and a modulus q and χ some noise distribution over R, the adversary’s goal

is to distinguish between the two distributions (a, a · s+ e) and (a, u) where

a← Rq, s← Rq, e← χ and u← Rq.

2.1.1 Secret Sharing Scheme and Threshold Scheme

As in [4], we only consider monotone access structures, especially threshold

access structure, in this work. We list up some definitions about secret sharing

scheme and threshold scheme adapted from [4].

Definition 2.1.4 (Monotone Access Structure). A collection A ⊆ P(P )

is monotone if for any sets B, C satisfying B ∈ A and B ⊆ C ⊆ P , we

have C ∈ A. A monotone access structure on P is a monotone collection

A ⊆ P(P )\∅. The sets in A are called the valid sets and the sets in P(P )\A
are called the invalid sets.

8



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

Definition 2.1.5 (Efficient Access Structure). Let A ⊆ P(P ) be a monotone

access structure on P . We say that A is efficient if there exists a polynomial

size circuit fA : S ' {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that for all S ⊆ P , fA(S) = 1 if

and only if S ∈ A.

Definition 2.1.6 (Threshold Access Structure (TAS)). For t ≤ n, the (t, n)-

threshold access structure At on P is defined by the collection of all S ∈ P(P )

with size at least t.

Note that the threshold access structure is one of the monotone access

structures on P .

Definition 2.1.7 (Secret Sharing Scheme). A secret sharing scheme SS for a

secret key space K is a tuple of PPT algorithms SS = (SS.Share, SS.Combine)

defined as follows:

• SS.Share(k,A) → (s1, . . . , sn): On input a secret k ∈ K and ac access

structure A on P , the sharing algorithm returns a set of shares s1, . . . , sn
for each party.

• SS.Combine(B) → k: On input a set of shares B = {si}Pi∈S, the com-

bining algorithm outputs k′ = k if S ∈ A. k′ =⊥, otherwise.

Definition 2.1.8 (Threshold Scheme). A (t, n)-threshold scheme is a secret

sharing scheme with the (t, n)-threshold access structure.

Especially, we introduce a linear secret sharing scheme (or linear threshold

scheme).

Definition 2.1.9 (Share Matrices). For integers q, η, and t, a matrix U ∈
Zη×tq is a share matrix if every its t row vectors consists of a basis of Ztq and

any t − 1 row vectors do not generate (1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Ztq. A restricted share

matrix is a matrix induced from a share matrix by removing some rows.

Definition 2.1.10 (Vandermonde Matrix). For integers η and t, a Vander-

9



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

monde Matrix U over integers is defined by

U =



1 a1 a2
1 · · · at−1

1

1 a2 a2
2 · · · at−1

2

1 a3 a2
3 · · · at−1

3
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 aη a2
η · · · at−1

η


where a1, . . . , an are some integers, for example, ai = i.

Definition 2.1.11 (Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS)). A secret sharing

scheme SS with secret space K = Zq is called a linear secret sharing scheme

if the following properties are satisfied:

• SS.Share(s,A): There exists a share matrix U ∈ Zη×tq and associate a

partition Ti of [η] to each party Pi. For a given secret s, the sharing

algorithm samples random vector f ← Zt−1
q and generates a vector

sj = uj · (s, f) for j = 1, . . . , η where U = (uj)
η
j=1 . The share for Pi is

{uj}j∈Ti .

• SS.Combine(S ⊆ P(P )): For any set S ∈ A, one can efficiently find

v = (vj)j∈∪Pi∈STi
such that∑

j∈∪Pi∈STi

vjuj = (1, 0, . . . , 0),

where U = (uj)
η
j=1 is the share matrix in share algorithm. It finds such

a v and recovers a secret s′ by computing s′ =
∑

j∈∪Pi∈STi
vj · sj. The

coefficients {vj} is called recovery coefficients.

• Privacy: When a collision of less than t parties occurs, it should not

leak information about secret. More formally, any set S ∈ P(P ) \ A
cannot find v = (vj)j∈∪Pi∈STi

such that∑
j∈∪Pi∈STi

vjuj = (1, 0, . . . , 0),

10
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where U = (uj)
η
j=1 is the share matrix in share algorithm.

Definition 2.1.12.

• If the recovery coefficients are always 0 or 1, the LSSS is called a {0, 1}-
LSSS.

• If A is the (t, N)-threshold access structure on P , then this is called a

linear threshold scheme.

• A Shamir secret sharing scheme is a linear threshold scheme using a

Vandermonde matrix as share matrices. In other words, a Shamir secret

secret scheme can be rephrased as followings:

Definition 2.1.13 (Shamir secret sharing scheme). Let s ∈ Z be a se-

cret to be shared. A Shamir secret sharing scheme is a duple of algorithms

(Share,Combine) as defined follows:

• Share(s, t, n) → s1, . . . , sn: The share algorithm takes a secret s and a

threshold number t with n parties as input. After randomly choosing a

polynomial f(x) = f0 + f1x+ · · ·+ ft−1x
t−1 ∈ Z[x] such that f0 = s, it

outputs the secret shares si = f(i) for i ∈ [n]

• Combine({si}i∈I)→ s′: The combine algorithm takes a set {si}i∈I of se-

cret shares for some index set I ⊆ [n]. Then, it outputs a reconstructed

secret s′ =
∑

i∈I vI,isi where vI,i =
∏

j∈I\{i}
j
j−i . For a convenience, we

sometimes omit I in the notation vI,i.

In this case, the recovery coefficients are called Lagrange coefficients.

2.1.2 Basic Definitions of Lattice Theory

In this subsection, we introduce some basic definitions of lattice theory for

readers unfamiliar to lattice theory.

Definition 2.1.14 (Lattice). For integers m ≤ d, assume we are given a

R-linearly independent set B = {bi}i∈[m] in Rd. A lattice L generated by B

is the set of all integral combinations of B over R. In other words,

L = {a1b1 + · · ·+ ambm|a1, . . . , am ∈ Z}.

11
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In this case, we say that B is a basis of L. we call d and m as the dimen-

sion and rank of L denoted by dimL and rankL, respectively. Considering

B as a matrix B ∈ Rm×d whose rows are b1, . . . ,bm, detL is defined by√
| det(BtB)|.

Definition 2.1.15 (Shortest Vector Problem (SVP)). Let L be a lattice

generated by a basis B. The shortest vector problem is to find a vector v 6= 0

in L such that ‖v‖ ≤ ‖u‖ for all u ∈ L with a given norm ‖‖.

Definition 2.1.16 (Closest Vector Problem (CVP)). Let L be a lattice gen-

erated by a basis B and b a target vector in Rd. The closest vector problem

is to find a vector v in L such that ‖v − b‖ = minu∈B ‖u− b‖ with a given

norm ‖‖.

Definition 2.1.17 (Inhomogeneous Shortest Integer Solution (ISIS) prob-

lem). For integers q, η, t, an integral matrix A ∈ Zη×t, an integral vector

b ∈ Zt, and a real β, an inhomogeneous shortest integer solution is to find a

vector v ∈ Zη such that vA ≡ b (mod q) and ‖v‖ < β with a given norm

‖‖.

Definition 2.1.18 (Successive Minima). Let L be a lattice of rank m. The

successive minima of L are λ1, . . . , λm in R such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, if

v1, . . . ,vi ∈ L are linearly independent then ‖vj‖ ≤ λi for every j ∈ [i].

Theorem 2.1.19 (Minkowski’s Bound [9]). Let L be a lattice of rank d in

Rd with successive minima λ1, . . . , λd for the Euclidean norm. Then,∏
i∈[d]

λi

1/d

<
√
d · (detL)1/d.

Theorem 2.1.20 (LLL Reduction Algorithm[15]). Given a lattice of rank d

in Rd, the LLL reduction algorithm finds in a polynomial time a basis whose

first vector b1 satisfies

‖b1‖2 ≤ 2(d−1)/4 · (detL)1/d.

Heuristics 2.1.21 (Gaussian Heuristics). For a random lattice L of rank d

in Rd, the successive minima λ1, . . . , λd are all the same.

12
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Theorem 2.1.22 (Babai’s Nearest Plane Algorithm[3]). Given a lattice L
with a basis B ∈ Rd×d and a point t ∈ Rd, Babai’s nearest plane algorithm

outputs a vector u ∈ L such that ‖u − t‖2 ≤ 1
4

∑
i∈[d] ‖b̃i‖2 where {b̃i}i∈[d]

are an output of LLL reduction algorithm.

2.1.3 Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

In this subsection, we provide some definitions about fully homomorphic

encryptions.

Definition 2.1.23 (Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)). A fully homo-

morphic encryption consists of a tuple of algorithms (KeyGen,Enc,Dec,Eval):

• KeyGen(1λ, 1L)→ (pk, evk, sk): Key generation algorithm KeyGen takes

a security parameter λ and a depth bound L, and outputs public en-

cryption key pk, public evaluation key evk, and secret decryption key

sk.

• Enc(pk,m)→ c: Encryption algorithm Enc takes pk and a message m,

and outputs a ciphertext c.

• Eval(evk, f, c1, · · · , ck)→ c∗: Evaluation algorithm Eval takes a k-input

function f that can be computed by a circuit of depth at most L, and

outputs a new ciphertext c∗ that is an encryption of f(m1, · · · ,mk)

where ci ← Enc(pk,mi) for i = 1, · · · , k.

• Dec(sk, c)→ m or ⊥: Decryption algorithm Dec takes sk and a cipher-

text c, and outputs a message m or ⊥.

Definition 2.1.24 (Correctness). We say that a FHE satisfies correctness if

for all λ, a depth bound L, k-input circuit f of depth at most L and messages

mi, the following holds:

• For (pk, evk, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ, 1L), ci ← Enc(pk,mi) (i ∈ [k]) and

c∗ ← Eval(evk, f, c1, . . . , ck),

Pr[Dec(sk, c∗) = f(m1, . . . ,mk)] = 1− negl(λ).

13
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Definition 2.1.25 (Security). We say that a FHE scheme satisfies security

if for all λ and depth bound L, the following holds;

• For any PPT adversary A, the following experiment ExptA,FHE(1λ, 1L)

outputs 1 with negligible probability:

ExptA,FHE(1λ, 1L):

1. On input the security parameter 1λ and a depth bound 1L, the

challenger runs (pk, sk)← FHE.Setup(1λ, 1L) and c← FHE.Enc(pk, b)

for b← {0, 1}. It gives (pk, c) to A.

2. A outputs a guess b′. The experiment outputs if b = b′.

Definition 2.1.26 (Decentralized Threshold FHE). A (t, n)-threshold fully

homomorphic encryption scheme is a homomorphic encryption scheme, with

the difference that KeyGen and Dec are now n-party protocols instead of

algorithms.

• TFHE .KeyGen(1λ, 1L; pp)→ (pk, evk, {ski}i∈[n]): Given the security pa-

rameter λ and a depth bound L, each party Pi outputs a common en-

cryption key pk, a common evaluation key evk, and a secret key share

ski of the implicitly defined secret key sk under a public parameter pp

after a key generation protocol.

• TFHE .Enc(pk,m) → c: Given a public key pk and a message m, the

encryption algorithm outputs a ciphertext c.

• TFHE .Eval(evk, f, {ci}i∈[k])→ c∗: Given an evaluation key evk, a func-

tion f with a depth smaller than some parameter L, and ciphertexts

ci, the evaluation algorithm outputs a new ciphertext c∗.

• TFHE .Dec({ski}i∈I , c) → m or ⊥: Initially, each party Pi holds an

individual secret shares ski of the secret key sk. After a decryption

protocol, one who want to decrypt a cipher c get a result if more than

t parties give back their partial decryptions.

Definition 2.1.27 (Correctness). We say that a (t, n) threshold FHE scheme

TFHE satisfies correctness if for all λ, a depth bound L, k-input circuit f of

depth at most L and messages mi, the following holds:

14
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• For (pk, evk, {ski}i∈[n])← TFHE .KeyGen(1λ, 1L), ci ← TFHE .Enc(pk,mi)

(i ∈ [k]) and c∗ ← TFHE .Eval(evk, f, c1, . . . , ck),

Pr[TFHE .Dec(sk, c∗) = f(m1, . . . ,mk)] = 1− negl(λ).

Definition 2.1.28 (Security). We say that a (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme

TFHE are secure if for all λ and depth bound L, the following holds;

• For any PPT adversary A, the following experiment ExptA,TFHE(1λ, 1L)

outputs 1 with negligible probability:

ExptA,TFHE(1λ, 1L):

1. On input the security parameter 1λ and a depth bound 1L, the

challenger runs (pk, evk, {ski}i∈[n])← TFHE .Setup(1λ, 1L) and c←
TFHE .Enc(pk, b) for b← {0, 1}. It gives (pk, c) to A.

2. A outputs a guess b′. The experiment outputs if b = b′.

Definition 2.1.29 (Special FHE). Let FHE be a fully homomorphic encryp-

tion scheme. We call FHE a special FHE scheme if it satisfies the following

properties:

1. On input 1λ and 1L, the setup algorithm FHE.Setup outputs (pk, sk)

where the public key contains a modulus q, and the secret key sk is a

vector in Zmq for some m = poly(λ, L).

2. The decryption algorithm FHE.Dec consists of two functions (FHE.Decode0,

FHE.Decode1) defined as follows:

• FHE.Decode0(sk, c) → p: On input an encryption c of a message

µ ∈ {0, 1} and a secret key vector sk, it outputs p ∈ Zq where

p = µ · b q
2
e + e for e ∈ [−cB, cB], B = B(λ, L, q), and e is an

integer multiple of a multiplicative constant c.

• FHE.Decode1(p) → µ: On input p ∈ Zq, it outputs µ = 0 if p ∈
[−b q

4
e, b q

4
e] and µ = 1 otherwise.

15
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Definition 2.1.30 (HEAAN scheme [10]). For real numbers σ > 0, 0 ≤
ρ ≤ 1, DG(σ) samples a vector in ZN with coefficients from the discrete

Gaussian distribution of variance σ2, ZO(ρ) draws each entry in the vector

from {0,±1}N with probability ρ/2 for each of 1, -1 and 1 − ρ for 0. For a

positive integer h, HWT (h) is the set of signed binary vectors in {0,±1}N
whose Hamming weight is exactly t.

• KeyGen(1λ, 1L):

– Given the security parameter λ, choose a power-of-twoM = M(λ, qL),

an integer h = h(λ, qL), an integer P = P (λ, qL) and a real value

σ = σ(λ, qL).

– Sample s← HWT (h), a← RqL and e← DG(σ2). Set the secret

key as sk← (1, s) and the public key as pk← (b, a) ∈ R2
qL

where

b← −a · s+ e (mod qL).

– Sample a′ ← RP ·qL and e′ ← DG(σ2). Set the evaluation key as

evk← (b′, a′) ∈ R2
P ·qL where

• Enc(pk,m): Sample v ← ZO(0.5) and e0, e1 ← DG(σ2). Output c ←
v · pk + (m,+e0, e1) (mod qL).

• Dec(sk, c): For c = (b, a), output b+ a · s (mod q`))

• Add(c1, c2): For c1, c2 ∈ R2
q`

, output cadd ← c1 + c2

• Mult(evk, c1, c2): For c1 = (b1, a1), c2 = (b2, a2) ∈ R2
q`

, let (d0, d1, d2) =

(b1b2, a1b2+a2b1, a1a2) (mod q`). Output cmult ← (d0, d1)+bP−1·d2·evke
(mod q`)

• RS`→`′(c): For c ∈ R2
q`

, outputs c′ ← b q`′
q`
e (mod q`)
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Chapter 3

A flexible threshold fully

homomorphic encryption

3.1 Overview

In a standard LWE-based scheme like Regev scheme [20] and Lindner-Peikert

scheme [16], a ciphertext c is a vector in Zm+1
q and a secret key sk is a vector

in Zm+1
q with decryption structure 〈c, sk〉 = m · b q

2
e + e∗ for some LWE

parameters m, q and a small error e∗. If 〈c, sk〉 is sufficiently small, the

output of decryption is 0; otherwise, it is 1.

Let P = {P1, . . . , Pn} be a set of parties. Applying a linear secret sharing

scheme, sk is splitted to n secret shares sk1, . . . , skn. For given a subset I ⊂
[n] := {1, . . . , n} of size more than t, the combiner can compute the recovery

coefficients v = (vi)i∈I such that

〈c, sk〉 = 〈c,
∑
i∈I

viski〉 =
∑
i∈I

vi · 〈c, ski〉,

by the linearity of inner product. Thus, as its partial decryption, each party

Pi compute pi = 〈c, ski〉+ ei with a smudging error ei for a security and send

17
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it to the combiner. As a result, the final decryption is of the form∑
i∈I

vipi = 〈c, sk〉+
∑
i∈I

viei

= m ·
⌊q

2

⌉
+ e∗ +

∑
i∈I

viei.

Therefore, for the correctness of decryption, the error [e∗+
∑

i∈I viei]q should

be sufficiently small.

In the case of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, the recovery coefficient v is

computed by Lagrange interpolation which makes it not small generally and

thus it causes an increase of modulus with factor (n!)3 to clear the denomi-

nator of the coefficients [4]. At this point, we observe three facts. First, the

inefficiency of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme for lattice cryptography comes

from the inflexible computation procedure of the Lagrange interpolation. To

make recovery coefficients short, we give multiple secret shares to each party

so that the difference between gathered secret shares from t parties and t−1

parties is large. Second, Vandermonde matrices are good matrix for thresh-

old schemes but do not behave according to a uniformly random distribution

because of their special structure where the Gaussian Heuristics cannot be

assumed. In our construction, since we use the Babai’s nearest plane algo-

rithm and Gaussian Heuristics to solve ISIS problem efficiently, we replace

the Vandermonde matrices by uniformly random matrices. Lastly, we notice

that the threshold t plays two roles as the bound for security and for cor-

rectness and the role for security against compromising is much important

factor considering the main purpose of ‘threshold’. On these observation, we

finally obtain a new primitive, called as a flexible threshold fully homomor-

phic encryption and it also provides a classic threshold FHE which supports

much larger n than the previous works.

3.2 A flexible threshold scheme

In this section, we propose a new definition of (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold

access structure and construct our new threshold scheme. Previouly, t plays

the roles of ts and tc in threshold scheme. The notion of ts and tc means that
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threshold bound for security ts and the threshold bound for correctness tc.

More precisely, less than ts parties can not reveal any information about the

secret and any subset of tc parties can decrypt successfully.

Definition 3.2.1 (Flexible Threshold Access Structure ). For ts ≤ tc ≤ n,

a (ts, tc, n)-threshold access structure A on P is defined by Atc ∪A′ for some

monotone access structure A′ ⊆ Ats where Ats and Atc are TASs on P .

Definition 3.2.2 (Flexible Threshold Scheme). A (ts, tc, n)-flexible thresh-

old scheme is a secret sharing scheme with a (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold access

structure.

In particular, if ts equals to tc, the (ts, ts, n)-threshold access structure is

exactly equal to the (ts, n)-threshold access structure, and so the (ts, ts, n)-

flexible threshold scheme is the (ts, n)-threshold scheme.

Definition 3.2.3 ((ts, tc, n)B-Flexible Bounded Threshold Scheme). For a

positive numberB, a (ts, tc, n)B-Flexible Bounded Threshold Scheme (ts, tc, n)B−
FlexBTS is a (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold scheme whose the vector of recovery

coefficients are bounded by B. For a convenience, we usually omit B in the

notation.

Definition 3.2.4 ((ts, tc)-Share Matrices). For integers q, η, ts, and tc, a ma-

trix U ∈ Zη×tsq is a (ts, tc)-share matrix if a matrix of every its tc row vectors

has full rank and any ts − 1 row vectors do not generate (1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Ztsq .

3.2.1 Basic Construction of linear FlexBTS

Recall that we will use a share matrix chosen from uniform distribution

over Zq for some integer q. Let P = {P1, . . . , Pn} be a set of parties. Our

basic scheme SS of linear (ts, tc, n)− FlexBTS with a secret space K = Zq is

following:

• SS.Share(s, ts, tc, n) → (S1, . . . ,Sn): For a parameter w = O(1), set

t̂ = w(ts − 1) + 1, n̂ = wn and associate a partition Ti of n̂ with size

w to each party Pi, for example, Ti = {w(i − 1) + 1, · · · , wi} for all

i. Sampling U ← Zn̂×t̂q and f ← Zt̂−1
q , it generates the secret shares
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sj = uj · (s, f) for j = 1, . . . , n̂ where U = (uj)
n̂
j=1. Finally, it outputs

Si = {sj}j∈Ti for each i.

• SS.Combine(B) → s′: On input a set of shares B =
⋃
Pi∈S Si for some

S ⊆ P(P ), if |S| ≥ tc, first we restrict S to a subset S ′ of size tc. Then

one can efficiently find v = (vj)j∈∪Pi∈S′
Ti such that

‖v‖2 ≤ B and
∑

j∈∪Pi∈S′
Ti

vjuj = (1, 0, . . . , 0),

where U = (uj)
n̂
j=1 is the share matrix in share algorithm using an algo-

rithm solving ISIS problems. It finds such a v and outputs a recovered

secret s′ by computing s′ =
∑

j∈∪Pi∈S′
Ti
vj · sj.

How to find a such v. For a convenience, we assume |S| = tc, ∪Pi∈STi =

[wtc] and define a submatrix US = (uj)j∈[wtc] of a random matrix U . Then

our goal is to find v = (vj)j∈[wtc] such that

‖v‖2 ≤ B and v ·US =
wtc∑
j=1

vjuj = (1, 0, . . . , 0) (3.2.1)

which is an ISIS problem.

Consider an orthogonal lattice L = {v′ ∈ Zwtc |v′ ·US = 0 (mod q)} and

fix a particular solution v0 of the equation (3.2.1). Note that for all v′ ∈ L,

v0 − v′ is also a solution of (3.2.1). Thus, we want to find a v′ ∈ L such

that v0 − v′ is as small as possible and so we will use Babai’s nearest plane

algorithm and one of lattice reduction algorithms such as LLL to get a good

basis of L. Note that the Babai’s nearest plane algorithm outputs a v′ ∈ L
such that ‖v0 − v′‖2

2 ≤ 1
4

∑n
i=1 ‖b̃i‖2

2 where n is the rank of L and {b̃i}ni=1 is

the output of lattice reduction algorithm. Then, since rankL = dimL = wtc,

detL = qt̂ and all ‖b̃i‖2 are less than wtc-th successive minimum λwtc , the

output v′ ∈ L of Babai’s nearest plane algorithm satisfies

‖v := v0 − v′‖2 ≤
√
wtc
2
· λwtc ≈

√
wtc
2
· λ1 ≤

√
wtc
2
· 2(wtc−1)/4 · qt̂/wtc ,
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by LLL bound and Gaussian Heuristics. In this point, for use of the Gaussian

Heuristics, we assume the share matrix U chosen from uniform distribution.1

For a efficiency, we use the LLL algorithm for finding such a v. In this case, for

sufficiently small tc, it provides a good performance so that we can estimate

the bound with Minkowski’s bound giving wtc
2
· qt̂/wtc as the bound of above

‖v‖. However, since we can steadily use a fixed good U as a Vandermonde

matrix in Shamir secret sharing scheme, we may use the bound coming from

the Minkowski’s bound by precomputation for U . Now, we will prove that

this SS is actually a (ts, tc, n)− FlexBTS and the boundness of the following

lemma comes from the previous discussion.

Theorem 3.2.5. The above SS is a linear (ts, tc, n)B-flexible bounded thresh-

old scheme if
(
n̂+1
t̂

)
/q = negl(λ) and B ≥

√
wtc
2
· 2(wtc−1)/4 · qt̂/wtc.

1. (Correctness) Every tc row vectors of the randomly chosen matrix U

consists of a basis of Ztsq with overwhelming probability.

2. (Privacy) The probability that there exists ts−1 row vectors of the ran-

domly chosen matrix U generating (1, 0, . . . , 0) is negligible.

3. (Bounded) The recovery coefficients of this scheme is bounded by B.

4. (Flexible TAS) Let A the set of S ∈ P(P ) such that there exists a vector

vS = (vj)j∈∪Pi∈STi
satisfying ‖vS‖ ≤ B and

∑
j vjuj = (1, 0, . . . , 0)

Then, it is a (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold access structure on P and SS

is a (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold scheme with A.

Proof.

(1 & 2). To construct (ts, tc, n)B-flexible bounded threshold scheme, we use a

randomly chosen matrix U ∈ Zn̂×t̂q . Let Pt̂,wtc,n̂ be the probability that

1More precisely, the Gaussian Heuristics requires the orthogonal matrix of U is dis-

tributed uniformly. However, by our experiment, we checked the uniform distribution of

U is sufficient to assume the Gaussian Heuristics for the orthogonal lattice L.
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the randomly chosen matrix U ∈ Zn̂×t̂q is the (t̂, wtc)-share matrix. By

lemma 3.2.6, we can get the following inequality.

Pt̂,wtc,n̂ ≥ Pt̂,wtc,n̂−1 ·

(
1−

(
n̂
t̂−1

)
q

)

≥ Pt̂,wtc,t̂ ·

(
1−

(
t̂+1
t̂−1

)
q

)
· · ·

(
1−

(
n̂
t̂−1

)
q

)

≥

(
1−

(
t̂
t̂−1

)
q

)
·

(
1−

(
t̂+1
t̂−1

)
q

)
· · ·

(
1−

(
n̂
t̂−1

)
q

)

≥ 1−

((
t̂
t̂−1

)
q

+

(
t̂+1
t̂−1

)
q

+ · · ·+
(
n̂
t̂−1

)
q

)

≥ 1−
(
n̂+1
t̂

)
q

Therefore, if
(
n̂+1
t̂

)
/q = negl(λ), the randomly chosen matrix is (t̂, wtc)-

share matrix with overwhelming probability.

3. It have already done by the previous discussion.

4. From correctness and privacy, we have Atc ⊂ A ⊂ Ats . Now, it is

sufficient to show A is monotone. Let S ∈ A with vS and S ⊆ T ⊆
P . Then, a vector obtained by inserting 0 to vS in the components

corresponding to the parties in T − S satisfies the wanted conditions

on vT . Thus, T is also in A.

Lemma 3.2.6. Let A be a n×ts random matrix over Zq which is the (ts, tc)-

share matrix. Then the probability that a new matrix A′ obtained by adding

a random row vector to the matrix A is still a (ts, tc)-share matrix is more

than 1− (n+1
ts−1)
q

.

Proof. Since the given matrix A is a (ts, tc)-share matrix, we only consider

any row vectors containing the added row vector to satisfy the properties of

the (ts, tc)-share matrix.
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The first property of the (ts, tc)-share matrix is that any tc row vectors

containing the added row vector are always linearly independent. Since tc is

greater than ts, we consider the worst case case tc = ts. Given ts − 1 row

vectors of a matrix A, the probability of ts row vectors containing the added

row vector which are linearly dependent is 1
q
.

The second property of the (ts, tc)-share matrix is that any ts − 1 row

vectors containing the added row vector and (1, 0, · · · , 0) are always linearly

independent. Given ts−2 row vectors of a matrix A, the probability of ts row

vectors containing the added row vector and (1, 0, · · · , 0) which are linearly

dependent is also 1
q
.

Therefore, the probability that the new matrix A′ becomes the (ts, tc)-

share matrix is more than 1− ( n
ts−1)
q
− ( n

ts−2)
q

.

3.3 A flexible threshold FHE

In this section, we provide a definition and a construction of (ts, tc, n)-flexible

threshold fully homomorphic encryption using a special FHE equipped with a

linear (ts, tc, n)-flexible bounded threshold scheme. The definition is basically

the same as that of TFHE in [4] except for the focused access structure.

Let P = {P1, . . . , Pn} be a set of parties again and S be a collection of

(ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold access structure for which there exists a linear

(ts, tc, n)-flexible bounded threshold scheme.

Definition 3.3.1 ((ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold fully homomorphic encryp-

tion). A (ts, tc, n)-flexible threshold fully homomorphic encryption is a tuple

of algorithms FlexTFHE = (FlexTFHE.Setup,FlexTFHE.Enc,FlexTFHE.Eval,FlexTFHE.Dec)

with following properties:

• FlexTFHE.Setup(1λ, 1d,A) → (pk, sk1, . . . , skn): On input the security

parameter λ, a depth bound d, and A ∈ S, the setup algorithm outputs

a public key pk, and a set of secret key shares sk1, . . . , skn.

• FlexTFHE.Enc(pk,m) → c: On input a public key pk, and a single bit

plaintext m ∈ {0, 1}, the encryption algorithm outputs a ciphertext c.
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• FlexTFHE.Eval(pk, C, c1, . . . , ck)→ c∗: On input a public key pk, a cir-

cuit C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} of depth at most d, and a set of ciphertexts

c1, . . . , ck, the evaluation algorithm outputs a ciphertext c∗.

• FlexTFHE.PartDec(ski, c) → pi: On input a secret key share ski and a

ciphertext c the partial decryption algorithm outputs a partial decryp-

tion pi related to the party Pi.

• FlexTFHE.FinDec(P) → m: On input a set P = {pi}Pi∈S for some S ⊆
P(P ), the final decryption algorithm outputs a plaintext m ∈ {0, 1} or

⊥.

Definition 3.3.2 (Correctness). We say that a (ts, tc, n)-FlexTFHE scheme

works correctly if all λ, depth bound d, A ∈ S, circuit C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}
of depth at most d, S ∈ A and mi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ [k], the following holds:

• For (pk, sk1, . . . , skn)← FlexTFHE.Setup(1λ, 1d,A), ci ← FlexTFHE.Enc(pk,mi)

for i ∈ [k], c∗ ← FlexTFHE.Eval(pk, C, c1, . . . , ck),

Pr[FlexTFHE.FinDec({FlexTFHE.PartDec(ski, c∗)}Pi∈S) = C(m1, . . . ,mk)] = 1−negl(λ).

Definition 3.3.3 (Security). A (ts, tc, n) − FlexTFHE is semantic secure if

for all λ and depth bound d, the following holds:

• For any PPT adversaryA, the following experiment ExptA,FlexTFHE(1λ, 1d)

outputs 1 with negligible probability:

ExptA,FlexTFHE(1λ, 1d):

1. On input the security parameter 1λ and a depth bound 1d, the

challenger runs (pk, sk)← FHE.Setup(1λ, 1d) and c← FHE.Enc(pk, b)

for b← {0, 1}. It gives (pk, c) to A.

2. A outputs a guess b′. The experiment outputs if b = b′.
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3.3.1 Construction of FlexTFHE

Our threshold FHE is constructed by the two following primitives;

• FHE = (FHE.Setup,FHE.Enc,FHE.Eval,FHE.Dec): a special fully homo-

morphic encryption scheme with noise bound Bnoise = Bnoise(λ, d, q).

• SS = (SS.Share, SS.Combine): a linear (ts, tc, n)B-flexible bounded thresh-

old scheme with B. We employ the notations in the construction of our

SS scheme.

Here, we construct

FlexTFHE = (FlexTFHE.Setup,FlexTFHE.Enc,FlexTFHE.Eval,FlexTFHE.Dec):

• FlexTFHE.Setup(1λ, 1d,A) → (pk, sk1, . . . , skn): On input the security

parameter λ, a depth bound d, and A ∈ S, the setup algorithm gener-

ates (pk, sk) ← FHE.Setup(1λ, 1d) and distribute the secret key sk into

secret key shares (sk1, . . . , skn)← SS.Share(sk,A).

It outputs the public key pk, and the set of secret key shares sk1, . . . , skn.

• FlexTFHE.Enc(pk,m) → c: On input a public key pk, and a single bit

plaintext m ∈ {0, 1}, the encryption algorithm outputs a ciphertext

c← FHE.Enc(pk,m).

• FlexTFHE.Eval(pk, C, c1, . . . , ck) → c∗: On input a public key pk, a

circuit C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} of depth at most d, and a set of cipher-

texts c1, . . . , ck, the evaluation algorithm outputs a ciphertext c∗ ←
FHE.Eval(pk, C, c1, . . . , ck).

• FlexTFHE.PartDec(ski, c) → pi: On input a secret key share ski =

{sj}j∈Ti and a ciphertext c the partial decryption algorithm samples a

smudging error ei ← [−Bsm, Bsm] and computes p̃j = FHE.Dec0(sj, c)+

ej ∈ Zq for j ∈ Ti
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It outputs the set pi = {p̃j}j∈Ti as a partial decryption related to the

party Pi.

• FlexTFHE.FinDec(P) → m: On input a set P = {pi}Pi∈S for some

S ⊆ P(P ), the final decryption algorithm first outputs ⊥ if S /∈ A.

Otherwise, it outputs a plaintext m← FHE.Dec1(SS.Combine(P)).

We remind the final decryption is of the form∑
i∈I

vipi = m ·
⌊q

2

⌉
+ e∗ +

∑
i∈I

viei.

and the error [e∗ +
∑

i∈I viei]q should be sufficiently small.

Since ‖[e∗ +
∑

i∈I viei]q‖ ≤ ‖e∗‖ + ‖v‖‖e‖, if we apply a (ts, tc, n)B-

FlexBTS, we need the following condition for correctness of decryption;

Bc +B ·Bsm < q/4

where Bc and Bsm are upper bounds for the errors in a valid ciphertext and in

partial decryption, respectively. If Bc/Bsm = negl(λ) and B =
√
wtc
2
·2(wtc−1)/4 ·

qt̂/wtc , we can get an asymptotic bound of q in ts and tc as follows.

√
wtc
2
· 2(wtc−1)/4 · qt̂/wtc ·Bsm < q/4⇐⇒

√
wtc · 2(wtc−1)/4+1 ·Bsm < q

w(tc−ts+1)−1
wtc

⇐⇒ (
√
wtc · 2(wtc−1)/4+1 ·Bsm)

wtc
w(tc−ts+1)−1 < q

The left-hand side of the last inequality is O(2t
2
c/(tc−ts+1)) with some small

δ. Similarly, with Minkowski’s bound, it can be computed byO(t
(1+δ)·tc/(tc−ts+1)
c ).

Thus, if Bc/Bsm = negl(λ) and B =
√
wtc
2
·2(wtc−1)/4 ·qt̂/wtc , the correctness and

security of the above construction directly follow from that of the underlying

FHE and SS schemes.

Theorem 3.3.4. The above construction of FlexTFHE satisfies the correct-

ness and the security if Bc/Bsm = negl(λ) and B of the underlying SS scheme

is
√
wtc
2
· 2(wtc−1)/4 · qt̂/wtc.
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3.4 Splitting set method

In this section, we focus our new scheme on the case ts = tc = t which is the

exactly same as a (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme. Then, it requires a condition

for correctness as follows:

(
√
wt · 2(wt−1)/4+1 ·Bsm)

wt
w−1 < q

for given parameters. Although this inequality give a small upper bound for

t, we support much larger n than the previous work as one can see in Table

3.2. Furthermore, to release the limitation for t, we present a new technique

for making (t, n)-threshold scheme using (2t, 2n)-threshold scheme generating

much more secret shares.

3.4.1 Description of this technique.

Let P = {P1, · · · , P2n} be parties and a (t, n)-threshold scheme be given.

First, we divide P into two sets Q(0) = {Q1, · · · , Qn}, R(0) = {R1, · · · , Rn},
and a secret s into s1, s2 which satisfies s1 + s2 = s. Then, we apply (t, N)-

threshold scheme for s1 and s2 to Q(0) and R(0) respectively. If the number

of parties gathering in the combining algorithm is less than 2t, they cannot

recover at least one of s1 and s2, and thus cannot recover the secret s. Note

that, however, even when we have 2t or more parties, the recovery of the

secret may fail. To fix this problem, we will use the above secret sharing

scheme several times. Now assume we have 2t parties P ′. To recover the

secret s successfully, we need at least one pair of splitting sets whose each

set contains exactly a half of P ′.

We define additional splitting sets

Q(i) = {R1, · · · , Ri, Qi+1, · · · , Qn},
R(i) = {Q1, · · · , Qi, Ri+1, · · · , Rn}

and t(i) := |Q(i) ∩ P ′| , s(i) := |R(i) ∩ P ′| for i = 0, · · · , n. There are crucial

properties of the t(i), s(i) for all i:

t(i) + s(i) = 2t, t(0) = s(n), t(n) = s(0),

|t(i) − t(i+1)|, |s(i) − s(i+1)| ≤ 1.
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Properties come from definition immediately. If t(0) is exact t, P ′ recover

a secret s in the first splitting sets. If not, without loss of generality, we

can assume t(0) is larger than t. Since t(i) change continuously through i

and t(0) > t, t(n) = 2t − t(0) < t, there is some i such that t(i) is exactly t.

Therefore when 2t or more parties are gathered, they can recover a secret s

with n pairs of splitting sets, (Q(i), R(i)), for i = 0, · · · , n−1. For the security

of secret sharing, every pairs of splitting sets has different s1, s2 to prevent

some parties less than 2t from recovering the secret s. As a result, each party

gets n times more secret shares.

Applying this technique to a (t, n)-threshold scheme, the upper bound for

the size of t with a given prime q becomes twice and the number of secret

shares also becomes n times. If one repeats this technique k times, the upper

bound for the size of t becomes 2k times with Θ(nk) times more secret shares.

Through trade-off with the number of secret shares, this complements the

shortcomings of our schemes, the small upper bound for the size of t.

Interestingly, this technique can be also applied to other secret sharing

schemes such as Shamir secret sharing scheme. Lattice-based PKE/KEM

schemes in the round 2 of PQC standardization via NIST such as FrodoKEM,

LAC, HILA, ROUND2 can be applied with the Shamir secret sharing scheme

only for n = 1, 2 because of their small modulus q. However, thanks to our

new technique, the bound of n becomes 8 with 8 secret shares for each party.

3.5 Comparison

In this section, we provide the parameter analysis of the threshold FHE

schemes suggested in [4] and our FlexTFHE. All experiments were imple-

mented on a single Intel Core i5 running at 2.1GHz processor and 16GB

memory. We set FHE parameters through LWE estimator [1] with security

parameter λ is larger than 128. Through error computation in FHE, when

log q is 600, log qi+1/qi which is an interval for each level sets 15, and when

log q is 800, and 1000, log qi+1/qi sets 16. It means when depth is k, log q re-

duces k · 15 or k · 16 by rescaling procedure. In our experiment, we construct

a random matrix with modulus q reduced by depth and find a vector v using

lattice reduction algorithm and Babai’s nearest plane algorithm and confirm
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that it satisfies the condition for correctness of decryption for given ts, tc, N .

We run fplll algorithm[11].

FHE parameters Shamir
(ts, tc, N)-FlexTFHE

tc − ts {0,1}-

log q n σ depth maxN
0 1 2 5 LSSS

max tc/maxN

600 215 3.2 10 36 16/67 33/135 49/202 99/405 No limit

600 215 3.2 20 26 11/30 23/62 34/93 68/185 -

800 216 3.2 10 48 22/132 44/265 66/397 132/795 -

800 216 3.2 20 38 17/79 34/158 51/237 102/475 -

1000 216 3.2 10 59 26/217 53/433 80/650 161/1300 -

1000 216 3.2 20 50 22/151 45/303 68/455 137/910 -

1000 216 3.2 30 41 18/92 36/184 54/277 109/554 -

#Secret Shares 1 O(N4.2)

Table 3.1: Analysis of the TFHEs with several FHE parameters. maxN and

max tc mean the maximum value that TFHE can use with given parameters.

We set the security parameter λ = 128 for computing maxN of FlexTFHE.

According to our Table 3.1, possible tc and N of our FlexTFHE can be

much larger by increasing the difference between tc and ts. In the case of

(ts, tc, N)-FlexTFHE, the number of all parties, N , only satisfies the following

condition
(
N̂+1
t̂

)
/q = negl(λ) where λ is the security parameter. Therefore,

maxN of (ts, tc, N)-FlexTFHE is larger than TFHE using Shamir secret shar-

ing even ts = tc. In addition, We assume Gaussian Heuristics for an orthog-

onal lattice L = {v ∈ Zwtc |v · U = 0 (mod q)} with a random matrix U .

We have confirmed that the assumptions are very well established through

experiments.
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FHE parameters Shamir
(t, t, N)-FlexTFHE

Basic
Number of Spl iteration {0,1}-

log q n σ depth maxN
1 2 3 LSSS

max t/maxN

600 215 3.2 10 36 16/67 32/134 64/268 128/536 No limit

600 215 3.2 20 26 11/30 22/60 44/120 88/240 -

800 216 3.2 10 48 22/132 44/264 88/528 176/1056 -

800 216 3.2 20 38 17/79 34/158 68/316 136/632 -

1000 216 3.2 10 59 26/217 52/434 104/868 208/1736 -

1000 216 3.2 20 50 22/151 44/302 88/604 176/1208 -

1000 216 3.2 30 41 18/92 36/184 72/368 144/736 -

#Secret Shares 1 N/2 N2/8 N3/64 O(N4.2)

Table 3.2: Analysis of the effects of the splitting sets technique for (t, t, N)-

FlexTFHE with several FHE parameters. maxN and max t mean the maxi-

mum value that TFHE can use with given parameters. We set the security

parameter λ = 128 for computing maxN of FlexTFHE.

Applying splitting sets technique to threshold schemes, one can increase

the maximum t, N to 2k times by multiplying the number of secret shares

by Nk for each party. Through this trade-off between the maximum t, N and

the number of secret shares, maxt,N of our FlexTFHE are larger than the

previous in the (t, N)-TFHE.
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Decentralized TFHE via Key

Generation Protocol

4.1 Technical Overview

Throughout the paper, we will describe schemes in ring LWE setting with a

polynomial ring R, and based on HEAAN FHE scheme [10] which is known

to be most efficient for arithmetic of approximate numbers. Recall that in the

basic HEAAN scheme, allowing abuse of notation, for a secret key sk = (1, s)

we have pk = (−a · s + e, a) and evk = (−a′ · s + e′ + s2, a′) where a and a′

are random elements, e and e′ are small errors and all the elements are taken

from R. For a ciphertext c = (b, a) with modulus q, the decryption structure

of HEAAN scheme is Dec(sk, c) = [〈sk, c〉]q = [b + a · s]q where 〈·, ·〉 denotes

the usual inner product and [·]q denotes the centered modulo q reduction.

In Eurocrypt 2012, Asharov et al.constructed an (n, n)-threshold FHE

scheme from an FHE scheme based on learning with errors (LWE) problem

and ring LWE problem, respectively [2, 17]. In (n, n)-threshold FHE scheme,

each party Pi for i = 1, · · · , n holds a HEAAN key pair ski = (1, si) and

pki = (bi, a) := (−a · si + ei, a) with a pre-shared random element a. The

common encryption key pk is set to be pk = (
∑n

i=1 bi, a) = (−a · s+ e, a)

by adding all the first components where s =
∑n

i=1 si and e =
∑n

i=1 ei.

Then the corresponding secret key sk = (1, s) is implicitly defined by each

party’s secret key share ski. The evaluation key evk has to be of the form
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evk = (−a′ · s+ e′ + s2, a′). To collaboratively generate evk without reveal-

ing si, each party broadcasts Enc(pk, si) to other parties. Upon receiving

{Enc(pk, sj)}j 6=i, Pi computes {si · Enc(pk, sj) = Enc(pk, sisj)}j 6=i, and then

evk can be efficiently computed from the entire set {Enc(pk, sisj)}i,j.
To decrypt a ciphertext c = (b, a), each party Pi partially decrypts c

with the secret key share ski to get pi, and then the final decryption result

can be efficiently computed from {pi}i. This is guaranteed by the linear

structure of Dec. For sk = (1,
∑n

i=1 si) and c = (b, a), we have Dec(sk, c) =

[b+ a ·
∑n

i=1 si]q = [b+
∑n

i=1(a · si)]q, and Dec(ski, c) = [b+ a · si]q and hence

[Dec(sk, c)− b]q =
n∑
i=1

[Dec(ski, c)− b]q .

Using the above scheme, we can construct a four round MPC protocol

among P1, · · · , Pn in the common random string (CRS) model. Recall that

the goal of MPC protocol is to compute f(x1, · · · , xn) over the Pi’s private

input xi. Then for each k = 1, · · · , n,

Round I. Pk generates a key pair (pkk, skk) and broadcasts pkk to other

users.

Round II. Pk computes pk from {pki}i, and broadcasts Enc(pk, sk). Note

that no parties can decrypt the ciphertext. On the other hand, Pk
encrypts its input xi and broadcasts ci ← Enc(pk, xk).

Round III. Pk computes and broadcasts {sk · Enc(pk, si) = Enc(pk, sksi)}i.

Round IV. Pk computes the common evaluation key evk from {Enc(pk, sisj)}i,j,
and runs c∗ ← Eval(evk, f, 〈c1, · · · , cn〉). Then Pk broadcasts a partial

decryption pi using its secret key share ski.

At the end of the protocol, each party can efficiently recover the final de-

cryption result f(x1, · · · , xn) from partial decryption {pi}i. See Section 4 for

more details.

In CRYPTO 2018, Boneh et al. proposed a general (t, n)-threshold FHE

scheme using various secret sharing schemes to distribute a secret key into
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n secret key shares [4]. Roughly speaking, a single party sets a common key

tuple (pk, evk, sk) and generates secret key shares {ski}i using a secret sharing

scheme with input sk. When applying this (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme to

construct round-optimal MPC protocol, the single party who generates sk can

decrypt the private input xi from the protocol message Enc(pk, xi). Thus,

the protocol is not entirely decentralized. To avoid this, they also defined

a decentralized threshold FHE (dTFHE) from a standard threshold FHE

by employing an auxiliary public key encryption (PKE) scheme. In dTFHE

scheme, each party is assumed to have its own (pki, ski) key pair for the PKE

scheme. In the encryption algorithm of dTFHE, for a given message m, it

first generates a threshold key pair (fpk, fsk1, . . . , fskn) by the key generation

algorithm of threshold FHE and outputs a ciphertext consisting of the new

public key fpk, a ciphertext of m under fpk, and n ciphertexts of fski under the

individual keys pki for each party Pi. However, in this scheme, it is impossible

to homomorphically compute two ciphertexts from different parties since

the ciphertexts are essentially encrypted under the different secret keys. If

one wants to make it possible, it is inevitable to have a key dealer who

manages common keys. We emphasize that our goal is to construct entirely

decentralized threshold FHE scheme in which there is no one have had the

common secret key unless more than t secret shares are exposed.

Decentralized (t, n)-threshold FHE. We will describe our decentralized

(t, n)-threshold FHE scheme in the setting of the efficient ring LWE based

HEAAN FHE scheme. Our (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme starts from the

(n, n)-threshold FHE scheme of [2]. Assume that P1, · · · , Pn have generated

its secret key share ski = (1, si), a common encryption key pk and a common

evaluation key evk. Each party serves as a key dealer for its secret key share

ski, and creates (t, n)-threshold secret shares {si,j}j of si using, for example,

Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. That is, there exist {λj}j such that for any

index set I ⊆ {1, · · · , n} with |I| ≥ t, we have si =
∑

j∈I λjsi,j for all i.

Then each party updates its secret key share as sk′i = (1,
∑n

k=1 sk,i) where

sk,i is the i-th secret share of the original secret key share skk = (1, sk). See

Section 3 for the detailed description. By doing this, at least t of new secret

key shares, say {sk′j = (1, s′j)}j∈I with |I| ≥ t, can determine the same secret
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key sk = (1,
∑n

i=1 si) = (1,
∑

j∈I s
′
j) as

∑
j∈I

λjs
′
j =

∑
j∈I

λj

(
n∑
i=1

si,j

)
=

n∑
i=1

(∑
j∈I

λjsi,j

)
=

n∑
i=1

si.

Note that the linear summation of t new secret shares is exactly same with

the sum of n original secret key shares, and therefore the same pk and evk

will work for our (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme.

This secret key share update procedure for (t, n)-threshold functionality

does not affect to the overall round complexity of MPC protocol since it can

be done in parallel with evaluation key generation. We will discuss the MPC

protocol in Section 4.

New evaluation key generation. In order to have better round complex-

ity of MPC protocol, we observe that the common evaluation key evk is of

the form
(
−a′ · (

∑n
i=1 si) + e+ (

∑n
i=1 si)

2
, a′
)

and it can be seen as an en-

cryption of (
∑n

i=1 si)
2 under the secret key sk = (1,

∑n
i=1 si). In the previous

evaluation key generation, the secret key share si’s are encrypted with the

common public key pk, so this can be done after receiving {pki}i.
Instead of pk, we use ski = (1, si) to encrypt the secret key share ski =

(1, si). That is, the party Pk holding skk broadcasts evkk,0 ← (−a′ · sk + ek +

sk, a
′) for some small error ek which is an encryption of sk under skk. Since it

holds sk = (1,
∑n

i=1 si), Pk can compute an encryption of s :=
∑n

i=1 si under

sk by adding the first components of evki,0’s:

evk0 =

(
n∑
i=1

(−a′ · si + ei + si) , a
′

)
= (−a′ · s+ e+ s, a′) ,

where e =
∑n

i=1 ei. Then Pk computes an encryption of si · s under sk by

multiplying sk · evk0:

sk ·evk0 = (sk · (−a′ ·s+e+s), sk ·a′) = (−sk · (a′ · s) + sk · e+ sk · s, sk · a′) .

Finally a new encryption of s2 = (
∑n

i=1 si)
2 can be computed by adding them

for all k:

n∑
k=1

sk·evk0 =

(
(
n∑
k=1

sk) · (−a′ · s+ e+ s),
n∑
k=1

sk·

)
=
(
−(a′ · s) · s+ e · s+ s2, a′ · s

)
.
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4.2 Decentralized Threshold FHE

Now, our goal is to construct fully decentralized threshold FHE in which

there is no one have had the common secret key unless more than t secret

shares are exposed.

4.2.1 Construction

In this subsection, we propose our construction of a decentralized threshold

FHE based on HEAAN scheme. Basically, our decentralized threshold FHE

is the same as the HEAAN scheme except for key generation and decryption

procedures.

For real numbers σ > 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, DG(σ) samples a vector in ZN with

coefficients from the discrete Gaussian distribution of variance σ2, ZO(ρ)

draws each entry in the vector from {0,±1}N with probability ρ/2 for each

of 1, -1 and 1−ρ for 0. For a positive integer h, HWT (h) is the set of signed

binary vectors in {0,±1}N whose Hamming weight is exactly t.

• Common setup.

We assume some settings are pre-performed before a key generation

protocol.

- Given the security parameter λ and a depth bound L, HEAAN

parameters pp are generated including a common multiplier P a

large integer.

- Common random elements: a, a′ ← RP ·qL .

- For any modulus q, Encq denotes an encryption of HEAAN with

ciphertext space R2
q

• TFHE .KeyGen(1λ, 1L; pp)→ (pk, {ski}i∈[n], evk).

The key generation protocol consists of two protocols PkGen, EvkGen

to construct a key pair (pk, {ski}i∈[n]), evk respectively and a protocol

Thresholdt to update the secret key shares for (t, n)-threshold system.
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- PkGen: The protocol for a key pair (pk, {ski}i∈[n])

Round I. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. Generate a HEAAN key pair modulo P · qL:

(a) Sample si ← HWT (h) and ei ← DG(σ2).

(b) Set bi ← −a · si + ei (mod P · qL).

2. Keep ski = (1, si) as its secret key share, and broadcast

bi ∈ RP ·qL .

Upon receiving {bj}j 6=i, one can compute a common encryption

key pk as

pk =

(
n∑
i=1

bi, a

)
∈ R2

P ·qL .

Note that the common secret key, which is never recovered, is

implicitly defined by

sk =

(
1,

n∑
i=1

si

)
.

- EvkGen: The protocol for an evaluation(multiplication) key.

Round I. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. Encrypt Psi under the previously combined common pub-

lic key pk (modulo P · qL):

evki,0 ← EncP ·qL(pk, Psi)

2. Broadcast evki,0 = (bi,0, a
′).

Round II. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. Compute ci,j ← si · evkj,0 which is an encryption of Psisj
under pk for all j 6= i.

2. Get a new ciphertext ci ← EncP ·qL(pk, Ps2
i ).

3. Compute evki ← ci +
(∑

j 6=i ci,j

)
which is an encryption

of P (s2
i +

∑
j 6=i sisj) under pk.
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4. Broadcast evki.

Upon receiving {evkj}j 6=i, one can finally compute the common

evaluation key

evk←
n∑
i=1

evki,

which will be

EncP ·qL

(
pk, P

(
n∑
i=1

s2
i +

n∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i

sisj

))
= EncP ·qL

pk, P

(
n∑
i=1

si

)2
 .

- Thresholdt: Secret key share update (Thresholdization)

Round I. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. For a threshold t ≤ n, randomly choose a polynomial

fi(X) of degree t− 1 in R[X] with fi(0) = si.

2. Compute si,j = fi(j) for all j 6= i

3. Send si,j in secure to other party Pj for all j 6= i.1

Finally, each party can update the secret shares si to
∑n

k=1 fk(i).

If this key generation protocol is performed successfully, we have the

following outputs;

• Common public key pk = (b, a) := (
∑n

i=1 bi, a).

• Secret key shares ski = (1, si) for i ∈ [n].

• Common evaluation key evk.

• TFHE .Enc(pk,m)→ c.

Sample v ← ZO(0.5) and e0, e1 ← DG(σ2). Output c← v · pk + (m+

e0, e1) (mod qL).

1For example, one can use (bi, a) in the Round I of PkGen as a public key of party Pi.
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• TFHE .Eval(evk, f, {ci}i∈[`])→ c∗.

As in the construction of standard FHE schemes, we focus on addition

and multiplication operations.

- add(c1, c2)→ cadd:

For c1, c2 ∈ R2
q`

, output cadd ← c1 + c2.

- mult(evk, c1, c2)→ cmult:

For c1 = (b1, a1), c2 = (b2, a2) ∈ R2
q`

, let (d0, d1, d2) = (b1b2, a1b2 +

a2b1, a1a2) (mod q`). Output cmult ← (d0, d1) + bP−1 · d2 · evke
(mod q`).

- RS`→`′(c)→ c′:

For c ∈ R2
q`

, outputs c′ ←
⌊
q`′
q`

c
⌉

(mod q`).

• TFHE .Dec({ski}i∈I , c)→ m or ⊥.

In the decryption protocol, each party is requested to give back a partial

decryption pi and one can get a result of decryption if more than t

partial decryptions gathered. If the size of I is less than t, output ⊥.

Otherwise, given a ciphertext c = (c0, c1) at level ` as input, each party

Pi for i ∈ I ⊆ [n] executes the following:

Round I.

1. Compute a partial decryption pi ← c1 · si + (n!)2e′i for some

error e′i ← DG(σ2
sm).

2. Broadcast pi.

If receiving {pi}i∈I with |I| ≥ t, one can compute

c0 +
∑
i∈I

λI,ipi mod q`,

which is c0 +c1

∑n
i=1 si+

∑
i∈I(n!)2λI,ie

′
i = c0 +c1s+e′ mod q` for some

e′.
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Security of Joint Keys. Assume a public encryption key (b, a) is con-

structed honestly and an attacker can then adaptively choose (b′ = −as′ +
e′, a). Then, the attacker should not be able to distinguish some encryptions

under the combined key (b+ b′, a) from uniformly random ones.

an experiment JointKeyA(pp, σ1, σ2) between an attacker A and a chal-

lenger.

1. Challenger chooses s ← HWT (h) and e ← DG(σ), and gives (b =

−as+ e, a) to A.

2. A adaptively chooses s′ in HWT (h), e′ ← DG(σ1) and m← {0, 1}. It

gives (b′ = −as′ + e′, s′, e′,m) to the challenger.

3. The challenger sets the public encryption key pk = (b+b′, a) and chooses

a random bit β ← {0, 1}.

• If β = 0, it chooses (b∗, a∗)← R2
q`

uniformly.

• If β = 1, it generates a valid ciphertext c∗ = (b, a∗)← TFHE .Enc(pk,m),

e∗ ← DG(σ2) and set b∗ = b+ e∗.

4. A gets c∗ and outputs a bit β′.

The output of the experiment is 1 if β = β′ (A wins), and 0 otherwise (A
loses).

Lemma 4.2.1. Let pp be a setting of parameters for a FHE (HEAAN) having

psudorandom ciphertexts. If σ1/σ2 = negl(λ), then for any PPT A,∣∣∣∣Pr[JointKeyA(pp, σ1, σ2) = 1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ = negl(λ).

Proof. We will construct an adversary A′ distinguishing ciphertexts from

uniform distribution using an adversary A attacking the security of joint

key. Assume a challenger for pseudorandom ciphertexts property of the FHE

(HEAAN) gives pk = (b = −as+ e, a) and a challenge (b̃, ã) to the adversary

A′. Then, A′ gives it to A and get back (b′ = −as′ + e′, s′, e′,m) from A.
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Lastly, A′ sets (b∗, a∗) = (b̃, ã) − (ãs′, 0), sends it to A, and outputs the bit

β′ obtained from A.

Note that (b∗, a∗) is uniformly random if (b̃, ã) so is. On the other hand, if

(b̃, ã) is of the form (−ãs+ ẽ, ã), then

(b∗, a∗) = (b̃, ã)− (ãs′, 0) = (−ã(s+ s′) + ẽ, ã)

which is an instance of (R)LWE problem. Thus, A′ breaks the pseudoran-

domness of ciphertexts with the same advantage as A by Lemma 2.1.1, the

smudging lemma.

4.2.2 Noise Estimation

We give lemmas estimating the growth of errors after key generations, en-

cryption, rescaling, addition and multiplication.

As explained in [10], note that when a is sampled from U(Rq), DG(σ),

ZO(ρ) and HWT (h), ‖a‖can∞ has variances VU = q2N/12, VG = σ2N , VZ =

ρN and VH = h. We will use 6σ as a high-probability bound on the canonical

norm of a when each coefficient has a variance σ2. For a multiplication of two,

three, and four independent random variables close to Gaussian distributions

with variances σ2
1, σ2

2, σ2
3 and σ2

4, we will use a high-probability bound 16σ1σ2,

32σ1σ2σ3, and 64σ1σ2σ3σ4.

Lemma 4.2.2 (Public encryption key). The noise of jointed public encryp-

tion key pk is bounded by 6σn
√
N .

Proof. Since the error is of the form e =
∑n

i=1 ei where ei ← DG(σ2),∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

ei

∥∥∥∥∥
can

∞

≤
n∑
i=1

‖ei‖can∞ ≤ n · 6σ
√
N

gives us the upper bound.

Lemma 4.2.3 (Encryption). Let c← TFHE .Enc(pk,m). Then, the noise in

c is bounded by Bclean = 8
√

2 · σnN + 6σ
√
N + 16σn

√
hN .
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Proof. Let v ← ZO(0.5), e0, e1 ← DG(σ2) and c ← v · pk + (m + e0, e1).

Then,

‖〈c, sk〉 −m‖can∞ = ‖v · e+ e0 + e1 · s‖can∞

≤
n∑
i=1

‖v · ei‖can∞ + ‖e0‖can∞ +
n∑
i=1

‖e1 · si‖can∞

≤ n · 8
√

2σN + 6σ
√
N + n · 16σ

√
hN.

Lemma 4.2.4 (Evaluation key). The noise in the multiplication key evk

is bounded by BmultKey = nBclean + n(n − 1)(16
√

2 · σnN
√
h + 16σ

√
hN +

32σnh
√
N).

Proof. Note that

evk =
∑
i∈[n]

evki =
∑
i∈[n]

(ci +
∑
j 6=i

ci,j) =
∑
i∈[n]

(ci +
∑
j 6=i

si · evkj,0)

where ci ← EncP ·qL(pk, Ps2
i ) and evkj,0 ← EncP ·qL(pk, Psj) for i, j ∈ [n].

Thus,

‖〈evk, sk〉 − Ps2‖can∞ = ‖
∑
i∈[n]

(〈ci, sk〉 − Ps2
i )‖can∞ + ‖

∑
i∈[n]

∑
j 6=i

si · (〈evkj,0, sk〉 − Psj)‖can∞

≤ nBclean + n(n− 1) · ‖vj · e · si + e0 · si + e1 · s · si‖can∞
≤ nBclean + n(n− 1)(16

√
2 · σnN

√
h+ 16σ

√
hN + 32σnh

√
N)

for some vj ← ZO(0.5), e0, e1 ← DG(σ2).

Lemma 4.2.5 (Rescaling). Let (c, `, ν, B) be an encryption of m. Then,

(c′, `′, p`
′−` · ν, p`′−` · B + Bscale) is a valid encryption of p`

′−` · m for c′ ←
RS`→`′(c) and Bscale =

√
N/3 · (3 + 8n

√
h).

Proof. One can easily prove this lemma with the analogue argument of

Lemma 2 in [10]. The only difference is that our s is a summation of si’s.

Lemma 4.2.6 (Addition/Multiplication). Let (ci, `, νi, Bi) be an encryption

of mi for i = 1, 2. Then (cadd), `, ν1 + ν2, B1 + B2) and (cmult, `, ν1ν2, ν1B2 +

ν2B1 +B1B2 +Bmult(`)) are valid encryptions of m1 +m2 and m1m2, respec-

tively. Here, Bks =
√
N/3 ·BmultKey and Bmult(`) = P−1 · q` ·Bks +Bscale.
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Proof. Let ci = (bi, ai) with 〈ci, sk〉 = mi+ei (mod q`) for some polynomials

mi, ei satisfying ‖ei‖can∞ ≤ Bi, (i = 1, 2). Then, by Lemma 4, cmult contains

three errors; an error m1e2 +m2e1 + e1e1, an additional error e′′ = P−1 · d2e
′

and a rounding error bounded by Bscale where d2 = a1a2 and e′ is the noise in

the evaluation key evk. Assuming d2 behaves as a uniform random variable

on Rq` , P‖e′′‖can∞ is bounded by 2
√
Nq2

`/12BmultKey = Bks · q`. Thus, cmult is

an encryption of m1m2 with an error bounded by

‖m1e2+m2e1+e1e2+e′′‖can∞ +Bscale ≤ ν1B2+ν2B1+B1B2+P−1·q`·Bks+Bscale.

By these lemmas, one can notice that the error in the evaluation key have

an impact significantly on the expansion of errors after encrypted multiplica-

tion. However, the bound of the error in the evaluation key seems to be too

large so that it is polynomial of degree 3 in n. Besides, since the protocol for

evaluation key generation needs the previously combined public encryption

key, it can start only after the generation of public key causing an efficiency

in practical sense. To fix these problems, we modify this protocol and present

it in the next subsetion.

4.2.3 New Evaluation Key Generation

In this subsection, we modify the evaluation key generation. In the original

evaluation key generation, party Pi sends Enc(pk, si) without revealing si,

and computes Enc(pk,
∑

i si). We observe that the common secret key sk =

(1,
∑n

i=1 si) is implicitly defined from the secret key shares {ski}i∈[n]. That

is, the encryption of
∑

i si under (pk, sk) can be obtained from encryptions

of si under ski.

• EvkGen: The protocol for an evaluation(multiplication) key.

Round I. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. Encrypt Psi under its own secret key ski (modulo P · qL):

evki,0 ← (−a′ · si + ei,0 + P · si, a′) (mod P · qL)
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2. Broadcast evki,0 = (bi,0, a
′).

Round II. Each party Pi for i ∈ [n] executes the following:

1. Compute

evk0 :=

(
n∑
i=1

bi,0, a
′

)
=

(
−a′ ·

n∑
i=1

si +
n∑
i=1

ei,0 + P ·
n∑
i=1

si, a
′

)
.

2. For evk0 = (−a′ · s + e0 + P · s, a′) with s =
∑n

i=1 si and

e0 =
∑n

i=1 ei,0, compute

evki : = si · evk0 +(ei,1, ei,2)

= ((−a′ · si)s+ si · e0 + P · (sis), a′ · si) + (ei,1, ei,2).

Note that evki is an encryption of P · sis under the common

secret key sk.

3. Broadcast evki.

Upon receiving {evkj}j 6=i, one finally can compute the common evalu-

ation key

evk←
n∑
i=1

evki = (−a′ · s2 + s · e0 + e1 + P · s2, a′ · s+ e2)

where e1 =
∑n

i=1 ei,1 and e2 =
∑n

i=1 ei,2.

Lemma 4.2.7 (New Evaluation Key). The noise in the evk after this new

EvkGen protocol is bounded by BmultKey = 16n2σhN + 16n2σhN + 6nσ
√
N .

Proof.

‖〈evk, sk〉 − Ps2‖can∞ = ‖s · e0 + s · e2 + e1‖can∞
≤ 16n2σhN + 16n2σhN + 6nσ

√
N

Through this new protocol for the evaluation key generation, we can

reduce the size of error in the resulted evaluation key. Moreover, thanks to

the independency from the public key, it can be performed in parallel with

the public key generation.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we developed a new threshold scheme for lattice cryptography

by using Inhomogeneous Small Integer Solution (ISIS) problem. Our idea

was separating the threshold bound t into a bound for security and a bound

for correctness. As a result, we constructed a flexible threshold scheme which

is a relaxation of threshold scheme, and then got a flexible threshold fully

homomorphic encryption. This new threshold FHE supports much larger the

number of parties n than those of previous works for a fixed modulus of

ciphertext with O(1) shares. Moreover, we provided a generic method for

making (2t, 2n)-threshold scheme from (t, n)-threshold scheme with n times

the number of secret shares. It supports larger threshold bound t and number

of parties n than the previous works.

Secondly, We constructed a decentralized (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme in

that at least t parties can decrypt the ciphertexts for any t ≤ n. To do

this, we introduced new way to update secret key shares for (t, n)-threshold

functionality by using Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. Especially, we instan-

tiated our (t, n)-threshold FHE scheme focusing on HEAAN FHE scheme by

Cheon et al.. Our MPC protocol is still more advantageous in the sense that

it works even when at least t parties among n parties are online. To get a

smaller error, we further modify the evaluation key generation.
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국문초록

Eurocrypt 2012 에서 Asharov 등은 learning with errors (LWE) 문제를 기반

으로하여 (n, n)-정족수완전동형암호를제안하였다.이스킴은 n개의참여자

들간에수직적인상하구조가없도록탈중앙화동형암호를설계하였으며이때

복호화는 구성원의 참여자들이 모두 만장일치로 동의해야만 한다. 하지만 이

러한사실은다양한활용예를고려해봤을때현실적인어려움을주기에보다

일반적인 정족수 완전동형암호에 대한 연구가 요구되었다.

최근 Crypto 2018에서는 Boneh 등이 Shamir 비밀 공유 스킴과 0,1-선형

비밀 공유 스킴을 활용하여 두 가지의 일반적인 정족수 완전동형암호를 제안

하였다. 하지만 그들의 방법은 O(n4.2) 개의 비밀키를 저장해야 하거나 혹은

굉장히 큰 modulus space 를 필요로 하기 때문에 현실적인 적용에는 아직

비효율적이라고 할 수 있다.

본 논문에서는 효율적인 정족수 완전동형암호의 설계를 위해 Inhomoge-

neous Small Integer Solution (ISIS)문제를활용하여격자기반암호에특화된

정족수 스킴을 제안한다. 기본적인 아이디어는 기존의 역치값 t 를 그 역할에

따라안전성을위한 ts와정확성을위한 tc로구분하는것으로부터시작되었다.

그 결과, 우리는 기존 정족수 스킴이 일반화된 가변적인 정족수 스킴을 설계

하고 결과적으로 가변적인 정족수 완전동형암호를 얻을 수 있었다. 이 새로운

정족수 완전동형암호는 고정된 modulus 크기를 기준으로 기존 대비 훨씬 많

은 구성원에 대해 적용이 가능하다. 더 나아가, 본 논문에서는 (t, n)-정족수

스킴으로부터 공유 비밀값이 n배되는 것을 대가로 (2t, 2n)-정족수 스킴을 만

들어내는 일반적인 방법을 소개한다.

두번째로, 본 논문에서는 Shamir의 비밀 공유 스킴을 활용해 공유 비밀

값을 갱신하는 방법을 소개하고 이를 통해 탈중앙화 정족수 완전동형암호를

설계하고 최적화를 진행한다. 이 방법은 보다 일반적으로 적용할 수 있으나

여기에서는 천정희 교수 외 3인이 설계한 HEAAN 동형암호를 중심으로 서술

하기로 한다.

주요어휘: 정족수 암호, 완전동형암호, 탈중앙화 암호

학번: 2013-20248
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